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Lord Valentine's Castle 2020-02-06

set in an immense world teeming with alien races and fantastic almost magical machinery valentine an itinerant
juggler wakes up one morning with only a vague and troubled idea of who he is he gradually discovers through
dreams and portents that he is in fact his namesake lord valentine the coronal his body and throne stolen by a
usurper across the giant world of majipoor valentine sets out on a quest to win back his throne and discover
which of his enemies has the power to vanquish him so utterly from not just his throne but his very life

The Majipoor Cycle 2023-09-19

the first three novels in the acclaimed sci fi fantasy series from the award winning author an imaginative fusion of
action sorcery and science fiction the new york times book review in the first three books of the majipoor cycle
hugo and nebula award winning author robert silverberg delivered a vast and vividly imagined world full of epic
adventure court intrigue and high drama in lord valentine s castle an amnesiac wanderer receives dreams of his true
destiny as ruler of the planet majipoor in majipoor chronicles the planet s bloodthirsty history is revealed through
tales of rulers and thieves and in the final novel valentine pontifex valentine faces the threat of civil war as well
as conspiracy within his court

Majipoor Chronicles 2023-09-19

in the sequel to lord valentine s castle the history of majipoor is revealed through thrilling tales of rulers
warriors murderers and thieves if you like tales with an arabian nights piquancy this book belongs in your hands
the washington post book world lord valentine has claimed the title of coronal ruling over the gigantic planet of
majipoor yet he still remembers hissune the boy who aided him in his time of wandering and gives him a post in the house
of records in a catalogue of ancient reports hissune discovers the register of souls a repository of millions of
memories of long dead explorers pioneers warriors even coronals and pontifexes he begins to immerse himself into
their lives and finds himself experiencing first hand the vast history of majipoor majipoor is probably the finest
creation of silverberg s powerful imagination and certainly one of the most fully realized worlds of modern science
fiction booklist

Lord Valentine's Castle 2023-09-19

in this epic a brilliant concept of the imagination an amnesiac wanderer rediscovers his destiny as ruler of a vast
planet chicago sun times valentine a drifter who remembers nothing except his name finds himself on the fringes of a
great city joining a motley troupe of jugglers and acrobats he travels with them across the magical planet of
majipoor all the while he hopes to meet someone who can help him retrieve his past then valentine begins to dream and
to receive messages in those dreams messages that tell him he is a lord a king turned out of his castle now his
travels have a purpose to return to his home discover what enemy took his memory and claim the destiny that
awaits him an imaginative fusion of action sorcery and science fiction the new york times book review absorbing a
wildly imaginative universe people

Valentine Pontifex 1983

the extraordinary story continues in this magnificent volume of the bestselling majipoor chronicles begun in lord
valentine s castle now dark dreams disturb lord valentine s sleep a forewarning of the danger that threatens the
peace of majipoor the shapeshifters have set in motion a terrifying plan to regain their stolen world their allies and
the ancient gods rising from their eons long slumber beneath the oceans of the great planet suddenly valentine faces
the greatest crisis of his reign either he must plunge majipoor into a bloody nightmare of war plague and chaos or
surrender his life to the mercy of the vengeful shapeshifters
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Majipoor Chronicles 1982

the bestselling science fantasy saga that began with lord valentine s castle continues in majipoor chronicles as
the young street urchin hissune gets his due for helping lord valentine regain his throne as a reward he is sent into
the depths of the labyrinth where he relives the lives of majipoor s most famous and notorious inhabitants
copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Valentine Pontifex 2023-09-19

in the third novel of this acclaimed sci fi fantasy series the ruler of a vast planet faces a threat of war and
conspiracy within his own court plagued by nightmares of blizzards and earthquakes besieging the planet majipoor
lord valentine believes these dreams signal the coming of war between his people and the shapeshifters who once
ruled the planet for centuries they have conspired to regain their stolen world and recently they were discovered
impersonating members of the kingdom s inner circle since coming to power valentine has made peaceful overtures to
the shapeshifters this has led select members of the royal court to question his loyalties now some even want to
remove valentine from his governing role casting him into the higher ceremonial office of pontifex but if valentine
accepts the mantle of pontifex and surrenders his position to his successor in waiting he may be remembered as a
leader who evaded his duties and shattered the peace that has reigned for eight thousand years valentine pontifex is
a dance of conflicting emotions and political intrigue both the world and lord valentine have matured and the
trilogy becomes whole in a way that the form rarely achieves the village voice there s an almost hypnotic
grandeur to the thoughtful way silverberg weaves the strands of the story together effortlessly jugging the
various motifs publishers weekly

Lord Prestimion 2023-09-19

as a devastating war is forgotten an all consuming madness takes its place in this epic sci fi fantasy series from
the hugo and nebula award winning author destined to rule over majipoor prince prestimion was shocked to see a
charismatic rival usurp his throne only after a bloody conflict consumed the entire planet did he emerge victorious
now after finally attaining the starburst crown prestimion orders a spell of oblivion to erase the horrors of war
from the memory of all but a select few with peace restored prestimion seeks a just punishment for his wartime enemy
dantirya sambail but how can this be achieved when his treachery is forgotten before prestimion can solve this
riddle sambail escapes and as prestimion s search extends across majipoor he discovers a strange madness
overtaking his people an enchanting travelogue filled with a sense of wonder locus a tour de force of imagination a
marvel of inventive detail sfsite com

Majipoor Chronicles: Majipoor Chronicles 1996-07-01

the bestselling science fantasy saga that began with lord valentine s castle continues in majipoor chronicles as
the young street urchin hissune gets his due for helping lord valentine regain his throne as a reward he is sent into
the depths of the labyrinth where he relives the lives of majipoor s most famous and notorious inhabitants

The Prestimion Trilogy 2023-09-19

the epic sci fi fantasy majipoor cycle continues with the saga of lord prestimion whose rise to power is beset by
war and madness hugo and nebula award winning author robert silverberg returns to the richly imagined world of
majipoor collected here in one volume is the complete prestimion trilogy set hundreds of years before the events of
the first three novels in sorcerers of majipoor a peaceful transfer of power is threatened by a cunning rival to the
throne in lord prestimion peace returns to majipoor but at a terrible price and in king of dreams prestimion prepares
to ascend to the role of pontifax as a plague of nightmares spreads across the planet
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Sorcerers of Majipoor 2023-09-19

an absorbing trilogy that introduces new characters and conflicts from the vast world of majipoor brilliant
chicago sun times on the planet majipoor it is a time of great change coronal lord confalume is preparing to make his
transition to the higher ceremonial role of pontifex it is no secret that the next coronal will be prince prestimion
by law and custom confalume s son korsibar cannot be his successor but korsibar has been given a prophecy that
will plunge the planet into a fearsome conflagration you will shake the world plotting with his twin sister and
their ambitious companions korsibar intends to seize the throne by force but the burdens of the crown and scepter
exact more of a price than korsibar is prepared to pay especially when prestimion his rival fights back to take his
appointed place plotted like a shakespearian play with a brand new cast of characters and engaging conflicts of
heart and soul silverberg one of the world s finest stylists and storytellers breathes fresh life and quality into
sci fi s sister genre san antonio express news

King of Dreams 2023-09-19

in the final novel of the prestimion trilogy the succession of majipoor s ruler is threatened by a plague of the mind
since gaining the starburst crown coronal lord prestimion has faced unfathomable challenges as ruler of majipoor
but now peace has finally been restored to the planet and it is time for prestimion to name his successor and descend
to the labyrinth as pontifex though the capable prince dekkeret is chosen to become the next coronal the transition
is imperiled when a dark force reemerges from the past coronal prestimion defeated his enemy dantirya sambail years
ago but the ignoble jackals who followed him are scheming to reclaim his lost lands and power at their head is the
tyrant s former henchman mandralisca who has unleashed a torrent of dark visions upon prestimion s subjects
otherworldly nightmares invade the sleep of those loyal to the lords and the lady of majipoor driving them to
commit horrible destructive acts and the dark wave is flowing ever closer to the throne atop castle mount and
into the sacrosanct depths of the imperial labyrinth itself robert silverberg is the marco polo of majipoor what
wonders and adventures he has to tell us what treasures he brings back from every voyage to that fabulous
world ursula k le guin in the king of dreams robert silverberg takes us once more into the wonder of majipoor and
proves again that he is a master robert jordan

The Chronicles of John and Richard of Hexham 1856

one of the most prolific honored and widely read science fiction writers robert silverberg has forged a professional
career that began in the 1950s and has flourished in succeeding decades from the very beginning he was perceived as
a promising and potentially brilliant author and he has persisted long enough to win more hugo and nebula awards
than any other writer after first gaining fame for his magazine fiction he embraced the ideals and methods of literary
science fiction in the late 1960s and crafted a number of novels marked by symbolism and irony after a period of
silence in the 1970s he resumed his career and has attracted growing amounts of critical attention this book
offers a broad study of silverberg s growth as a writer and illuminates a career that still eludes easy assessment
chapman not only explores silverberg s works but also illuminates the many factors that shaped the evolution of
his works what emerges is a complete picture of silverberg and his craft an introductory chapter overviews
silverberg s career and provides some biographical information the chapters that follow look at various phases in
his development these include an apprenticeship period a journeyman period a climactic period of mastery and a second
period of mature work following a hiatus in the 1970s included are discussions of such works as revolt on alpha
c thorns the book of skulls shadrach in the furnace and lord valentine s castle the volume gives special attention
to the larger literary contexts of silverberg s writings and to the forces that influenced him

The Church Historians of England: pt. 1. The chronicles of John and Richard
of Hexham. The chronicle of Holyrood. The chronicle of Melrose. Jordan
Fantosme's chronicle. Documents respecting Canterbury and Winchester
1856

the collected stories volume 5 the palace at midnight 1980 1982 winner of multiple hugo and nebula awards
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robert silverberg is one of the all time greats of science fiction a professional writer for more than half a century
his short story output has been prolific and exceptional in quality this series of nine volumes will collect all of
the short stories and novella length that sf grand master silverberg wants to take their place on the permanent
shelf each volume will be roughly 150 000 200 000 words with classics and lesser known gems alike the author
has also graced us with a lengthy introduction and extensive story notes for each tale contents our lady of the
sauropods waiting for the earthquake the regulars the far side of the bell shaped curve a thousand paces along
the via dolorosa how they pass the time in pelpel the palace at midnight the man who floated in time gianni the pope
of the chimps thesme and the ghayrog at the conglomeroid cocktail party the trouble with sempoanga jennifer s
lover not our brother gate of horn gate of ivory dancers in the time flux needle in a timestack amanda and the alien
snake and ocean ocean and snake the changeling basileus homefaring

The Gardeners' Chronicle 1875

hailed as one of the most fully realized worlds of modern science fiction booklist majipoor is a planet unlike any
other with countless untold stories now available for the first time in one volume science fiction grand master
robert silverberg presents seven tales that chronicle thousands of years of majipoor s history from the arrival of
the settlers of old earth to the expansion of vast cities to the extraordinary life of lord valentine within these
stories lie the secrets of majipoor a wondrous world of incredible imagination

The Road to Castle Mount 1999-10-30

a collection of the best science fiction short stories of the 20th century as selected and evaluated by critically
acclaimed author orson scott card featuring stories from the genre s greatest authors isaac asimov arthur c
clarke robert a heinlein ursula k le guin ray bradbury frederik pohl harlan ellison george alec effinger brian w aldiss
william gibson michael swanwick theodore sturgeon larry niven robert silverberg harry turtledove james blish
george r r martin james patrick kelly karen joy fowler lloyd biggle jr terry bisson poul anderson john kessel r a
lafferty c j cherryh lisa goldstein edmond hamilton in much of the science fiction of the past the twenty first
century existed only in the writers imaginations now that it s here it s time to take a look back at the last one
hundred years in science fiction through the works of the most celebrated and acclaimed authors of the century to
see where we ve been and just how far we ve come along with a critical essay by orson scott card reassessing
science fiction in the twentieth century masterpieces includes short fiction by writers who have forged a permanent
place for science fiction in the popular culture of today and tomorrow it offers a glimpse of the greatest works
that mixed science with fiction in trying to figure out humanity s place in the universe featuring bold brave and
breathtaking stories this definitive collection will stand the test of time in both this century and those to come

The Palace at Midnight 2011-09-29

a remarkable collection robots through the ages includes stories from some of the best writers of science fiction
both old and new this anthology with an introduction by robert silverberg offers a sweeping survey of robots as
depicted throughout literature since the iliad in which we are shown golden statues built by hephaestus with minds
and wisdoms humans have been fascinated by the idea of artificial life from the argonautica to the medieval jewish
legend of the golem and ambrose bierce s tale of a chess playing robot the idea of what robots are and who creates
them can be drastically different this book collects a broad selection of short stories from celebrated authors
such as philip k dick seanan mcguire roger zelazny connie willis and many more robots through the ages not only
celebrates the history of robots and the genre of science fiction but the dauntless nature of human ingenuity

Athenaeum and Literary Chronicle 1868

this new collection of essays commissioned from a range of scholars across the world takes as its theme the
reception of rome s greatest poet in a time of profound cultural change amid the rise of christianity the changing
status of the city of rome and the emergence of new governing classes vergil remained a bedrock of roman education
and identity this volume considers the different ways in which vergil was read understood and appropriated by
poets commentators church fathers orators and historians the introduction outlines the cultural and historical
contexts twelve chapters dedicated to individual writers or genres and the contributors make use of a wide range
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of approaches from contemporary reception theory an epilogue concludes the volume

Tales of Majipoor 2013-05-07

after years of beachcombing on the pleasure planet of mulciber ex engineer johnny mantell thought he had hit rock
bottom but when he was unjustly accused of murder he knew there was worse to come johnny had to get out and
the only place for an outcast like himself was the impregnable outlaw world of starhaven a refuge that defied all
galactic laws once there johnny s only wish was to forget the past and be left alone but the super science
dictator of starhaven had other plans for him and soon johnny found himself in the midst of one of the most
explosive struggles the world had ever known if he failed not only his own life would be lost but the future of
galactic civilisation would be totally altered

Masterpieces 2004-03-02

old earth has reached its third cycle a tired planet basking in the faded glories of a lost civilisation long ago it
had been great but the pride and greed of its rulers had brought about a terrible downfall and now earth was
threatened far out in space an alien race waited once they had been the victims of a crime perpetrated by the human
race now they were ready to return as conquerors as a watcher tomis had spent his life searching the skies for
signs of the impending invasion and when it finally came it was to disrupt not only his world but his whole life in a
way he had never dreamed was possible first published 1969

Robots through the Ages 2023-07-25

the collected stories volume 9 the millennium express 1995 2009 winner of multiple hugo and nebula awards
robert silverberg is one of the all time greats of science fiction a professional writer for more than half a century
his short story output has been prolific and exceptional in quality this series of nine volumes will collect all of
the short stories and novella length that sf grand master silverberg wants to take their place on the permanent
shelf each volume will be roughly 150 000 200 000 words with classics and lesser known gems alike the author
has also graced us with a lengthy introduction and extensive story notes for each tale

Complete Critical Assembly 2002-10-01

a collection of silverberg s best short fiction as selected by the author the 1950s the road to nightfall the
macauley circuit sunrise on mercury warm man the 1960s to see the invisible man flies passengers nightwings
sundance the 1970s good news from the vatican capricorn games born with the dead schwartz between the
galaxies the 1980s the far side of the bell shaped curve the pope of the chimps needle in a timestack sailing to
byzantium enter a soldier later enter another the 1990s hunters in the forest death do us part beauty in the night
the 2000s the millennium express with caesar in the underworld

The Fair Maid of Perth, Or, Saint Valentine's Day 1878

three thousand years after earth s colonisation of the planet borthan stories of self serving hypocrisy that
occured among the first arrivals have bred a culture that forbids emotional sharing and denies the naturally
human concept of self the result is a lasting peace but at a terrible price for it is a peace without love without
self where even the mention of the word i is taboo spurred on by the arrival of an earthman with a self baring drug
kinnall darival breaks the strict code of the covenant to record the sordid details of his rebelious life from the
days of his royal youth to self appointed prophet of love he begins his account with the greatest of heresies i am
kinnall darival and i mean to tell you all about myself winner of the nebula award for best novel

The Fair Maid of Perth; Or, St. Valentine's Day, In Two Volumes
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2023-11-29

originally published in 1958 under the pseudonym david osborne dr jeffrey brewster assistant professor of psycho
sociology at columbia university had been six weeks old when the first crude satellites were flung into space back
in 1957 during his childhood there had been moon rockets and the space stations then the joint american russian
manned expedition to the moon in 1965 right after the collapse of the soviet dictatorship mars and venus had been
reached as he grew up and a permanent base was established on the moon in 1973 now the day s papers reported
that an expedition was ready to leave for callisto moon of jupiter but dr brewster had a class to make and he
was late that was when the telephone rang and mari his wife said long distance from washington the caller was
colonel chasin of unsecfor united nations security force the global and international army that policed the world
in these days of relative peace and harmony

The Gentleman's Magazine, and Historical Chronicle, for the Year ... 1864

capturing a behind the scenes glimpse into the world of science fiction this unique autobiography by robert
silverberg shows how famous stories in this genre were conceived and written chronicling his career as one of the
most important american science fiction writers of the 20th century this account reveals how he rose to
prominence as the pulp era was ending and the genre was beginning to take on a more sophisticated tone to
eventually be named a grand master by the science fiction writers of america

Starhaven 2015-07-30

four students discover a manuscript the book of skulls which reveals the existence of a sect now living in the
arizona desert whose members can offer immortality to those who can complete its initiation rite to their surprise
they discover that the sect exists and is willing to accept them as acolytes but for each group of four who enter
the rite two must die in order for the others to succeed

Nightwings 2011-09-29

needle in a timestack is robert silverberg at his very best intelligent inventive and visionary this collection
showcases his talent for thought provoking science fiction ranging in themes from time travel to space travel the
media to mortality in the titular story now a feature film by oscar winning screenwriter john ridley a jealous ex
husband warps time in a vindictive attempt to destroy his former wife s new marriage thirty one identical sons have
a shocking surprise for their mother in there was an old woman the prophetic the pain peddlers depicts reality tv in
a way that allows viewers to revel in a voyeuristic adrenaline fueled rush also included are silverberg s hugo
award winning enter a soldier later enter another and the locus award winner the secret sharer a joseph conrad
inspired tale of a ship captain drawn into a strange alliance with a stowaway

The Millennium Express 2014-11-27

the earthmen came to nidor and the most important thing they brought with them was change change in old age
ways of living change in a culture that had been static for centuries but they were not unopposed for there was a
strong underground reactionary movement which believed that the planet was destined to disappear completely
into violent chaos unless something was done about it

Phases of the Moon 2015-02-27

the collected stories volume 8 hot times in magma city 1990 1995 winner of multiple hugo and nebula awards
robert silverberg is one of the all time greats of science fiction a professional writer for more than half a century
his short story output has been prolific and exceptional in quality this series of nine volumes will collect all of
the short stories and novella length that sf grand master silverberg wants to take their place on the permanent
shelf each volume will be roughly 150 000 200 000 words with classics and lesser known gems alike the author
has also graced us with a lengthy introduction and extensive story notes for each tale contents in the clone zone
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hunters in the forest a long night s vigil at the temple thebes of the hundred gates it comes and goes looking for the
fountain the way to spook city the red blaze is the morning death do us part the martian invasion journals of henry
james crossing into the empire the second shield hot times in magma city

A Time of Changes 2012-03-05

a hundred thousand years ago there had been a planet called earth it had been a proud world ruling a thousand
vassal stars but its stellar empire had turned upon and annihilated their conquerors and wiped the name of earth
from the maps of space but earthmen still survived a strange race of worldless men and women by tradition
advisers to rulers but never themselves ruling wanderers through myriad planets their origin was a half forgotten
legend that was the situation when a strange quirk of fate sent earthman hallam navarre on an interstellar wild
goose chase he had to bring back a strictly mythical treasure to his alien ruler or die

Aliens from Space 2016-08-25

love is in the air read 25 classic romances poems and stories to celebrate this valentine s day works include
emmathe black moththe fair maid of perth st valentine s day old valentinesjane eyrethe sheiknorth and southvanity
fairmiddlemarchmadame bovarythe beautiful and damned� the blue lagooncleopatrajude the obscurethe phantom of
the operathe rainbowa room with a viewthis side of paradisewuthering heightsthe house of mirthgreen
mansionsdamsel in distressswan songthe scarlet pimpernelwashington square

Other Spaces, Other Times 2014-05-29

nearly twenty years ago robert silverberg began writing a monthly column of opinion and commentary for galileo
magazine amazing stories and then for isaac asimov s science fiction magazine now he has chosen the liveliest and
most relevant of his hundreds of magazine columns for the present collection they constitute a vivid chronicle of
events both in science fiction and the world in general over the past two decades robert silverberg is one of the
great veterans of fantasy and science fiction during the course of a career that has now stretched across more
than forty years he has written dozens of novels and hundreds of short stories many of them considered classics
of the genre he has won more major award nominations than any other writer in his field and no less than nine hugo
and nebula awards the key s f fantasy trophies his books have been translated into some eighteen languages and his
short stories have appeared in every science fiction and fantasy magazine in the world as well as in omni playboy
and penthouse

The Book Of Skulls 2011-11-14

Needle in a Timestack 2021-06-10

The Dawning Light 2015-08-27

Hot Times in Magma City 2013-10-31

Lest We Forget Thee Earth 2014-04-30
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25 Classic Valentine's Day Stories 2012

Reflections and Refractions 2013-11-28

Athenaeum and Literary Chronicle 1860
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